RUSTGO
ALL-TERRAIN - MOBILE - WORK PLATFORM
RUSTGO SALES & PARTS
1-800-448-4077

www.rustgo.com or www.rustgousa.com
Contractors are facing very difficult times in the following areas:
 high cost of fuel
 increasing productivity
 being OSHA, Canadian Safety Compliant
 being economically competitive & prosperous
Would You Like To… Save Time… Improve Profits…and Be OSHA Compliant?
The answer to this question is a Simple, American Made Product, that has been time tested for over 20 years…with
Unique, Uncomplicated features such as:


Maximum Versatility…
o Model 139 - w/ a max Platform height of 19’-6” with an Working height around 24’ to 25’.
o Model 195 - w/ a max Platform height of 25’-6” with an Working height around 30’ to 31’.
o All-Directional-Leveling on both RUSTGO Models by the simple use of the winch system &
adjustment rods.
o Front & Rear Steering for easy maneuvering into close & difficult places.



Minimum Maintenance due to a simple design and manually operated controls.



Tows Safely at highway speeds behind a ½ ton pick-up truck without CDL license.
NO NEED for any specialized equipment or trailer.



Safer and More User Friendly Winch System for all platforms, that features better handling to adjust
platforms at your desired height.



Gate Entrance Design for Main Platform, is spring loaded to close automatically after entering.



Standard 15” automotive type wheels & tires, OR optional 11” Wide Wheels & Floatation Tires.



Manual hand operated brakes on all 4 wheels.



Quick Safety Pins make the assembly & disassembly quick and easy without the use of any specialized
tools.



Pressure Treated 1” x 4” Toe Boards, & ½” Decking on all Platforms.



Special Non-Skid Surface and Deck Protection for longer deck life & greater safety. (optional)
THERE IS SIMPLY NOTHING AVAILABLE AS UNIQUE, VERSITAL, SAFE, AND COST
EFFECTIVE AS The RUSTGO ALL-TERRAIN MOBILE WORK PLATFORM!
Our web-site is the best way to see the different applications and jobsite conditions that the
RUSTGO All-Terrain Mobile Work Platform can be used.
Compare the RUSTGO to any other method of scaffolding up to 31’of working height!
Why not consider the advantages of owning your own RUSTGO All-Terrain Mobile Work Platform?
Call me & let’s talk about your platform needs!
William N. King II / 1-800-448-4077 or 205-238-8615
UNIQUE CONTRACTOR PRODUCTS, LLC.
423 Valley Lake Drive / Birmingham, AL. 35206

COMPARE the RUSTGO FACTS
Alternatives:

Scissor Lifts Electrical & Fuel Driven / Arial Man Lifts
Fork Lifts w/ a Platform / Stack Scaffolding

SCISSOR LIFTS, ARIAL MAN LIFTS, & FORK LIFTS:
 Each of these types of equipment functions with electrical motors, or engines that require
expensive types of fuels like gasoline or diesel fuel.
 This type equipment has complicated hydraulic systems; this requires a certified mechanic to do
maintenance and repairs.
 The transportation of this type equipment from one location to another requires in most cases a
large truck & trailer, special permits, and a CDL licensed driver.
STACK SCAFFOLDING:
 Scaffolding is very labor intensive.
 In most cases you have to be certified to the proper way to level and erect scaffolding, especially
when a large project is on-going.
 Scaffolding can clutter up a job site and take up space that could possibly benefit other subcontractors.
The RUSTGO All-Terrain Mobile Work Platform:
 Has Simple manual winches on both uprights to lift the platform levels to the desired heights, and
hand operated manual brake on all 4 wheels.
 Maintenance consist of lubrication of grease fittings and platform slide racks.
 No certified mechanic required…just good common mechanical sense.
 Multiple Platform Levels on one machine allows two men to work on each platform level.
 The RUSTGO Model 195 can have as many as 3 platform levels = 6 men on task.
 The RUSTGO Model 139 can have as many as 2 platform levels = 4 men on task.
 Transportation of a RUSTGO machine is simple…just use a ½ ton pick-up truck to tow it to your
job site. Towing can be done at highway speeds in most all cases.
 The RUSTGO Model 139 can be ready to work in 10 to 15 minutes after you arrive at the job site.
 The RUSTGO Model 195 erection is a little more detailed. The first time, 2 to 4 men can erect this
machine in about 45 mins. to 1 hour after you arrive at the job site. The erection time should
decrease once the workmen get acclimated to the erection procedure, in most cases, about 30 mins.
 Leveling & Plumbing the platforms is simply done by using a manual winch system and
adjustment rods on each upright.
 Easily Moved around a job site by steering from both ends and using a 1/2 ton truck, a 4 wheeler,
or just a couple of men.
Check out the PHOTO GALLERY on our web-site:

www.rustgousa.com

The photo galleries consist of pictures that represent many different & difficult jobsite applications that
Were Made Simple by using the RUSTGO All-Terrain Mobile Work Platform.
Do you still have questions? I have your answers!

Let’s Talk, Call Me! 1-800-448-4077

COMPARE THE RUSTGO FACTS
Alternatives:

Scissor Lifts - Electrical & Fuel Driven / Arial Man Lifts
Fork Lifts w/ a Platform / Stack Scaffolding

Scissor Lifts / Arial Man Lifts / Fork Lifts

The RUSTGO



Expensive Fuels - electrical motors and/or
engines that require expensive types fuels like
gasoline or diesel



No Fuel Needed



High Maintenance Costs - complicated
hydraulic systems that require a certified
mechanic to do maintenance and repairs.



No Certified Mechanic Needed
…just good common mechanical sense.
Maintenance consists of lubrication of grease
fittings and platform slide racks.



Transportation Costs - requires in most cases
a large truck & trailer, special permits, and a
CDL licensed driver.



Simple - Just use a ½ ton pick-up truck to
Tow it to your job site. Towing can be done at
highway speeds in most all cases.



High Labor Costs
 Very Labor Intensive
 Time Consuming

Stack Scaffolding

The RUSTGO
READY TO WORK… Roll Up & Go to Work!
 The RUSTGO Model 139
- Ready to work on site = 10 to 15 minutes.
 The RUSTGO Model 195
- ‘Rookies’?... 2 to 4 men = ready in about
45 mins. to an hour.
- Expierenced?... around 30 mins.
MULTIPLY PRODUCTIVITY – Get Rolling!
Multiple Platform Levels on One Machine
…Allow 1-2 men on each platform level…
- The RUSTGO Model 195 with as many as
3 platform levels = 3-6 men on Task.
- The RUSTGO Model 139 with as many as
2 platform levels = 2-4 men on Task.
Don’t have to go up and down scaffolding…
…Your Rolling at all the levels you need.



Specialized Training Needed - in most cases
you have to be certified to the proper way to
level and erect scaffolding, especially when a
large project is on-going.



Simple - Leveling & Plumbing - done by
using a manual winch system and the
adjustment rods on each upright.
No special training needed.



Space Consuming - scaffolding can clutter up
a job site and take up space that could possibly
benefit other sub-contractors.



Easily Move around a job site by steering from
both ends and using a couple of men.

Check out the PHOTO GALLERY on our web-site:

www.rustgousa.com

The Photo Galleries consist of pictures that represent many different & difficult jobsite applications that
Were Made Simple by using the RUSTGO All-Terrain Mobile Work Platform.

Still have questions? I have your answers!

Let’s Talk, Call Me! 1-800-448-4077

